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Abstract: In the past, sketches were a standard technique used for recognizing
offenders and have remained a valuable tool for law enforcement and social
security purposes. However, relying on eyewitness observations can lead to
discrepancies in the depictions of the sketch, depending on the experience
and skills of the sketch artist. With the emergence of modern technologies
such as Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), generating images using
verbal and textual cues is now possible, resulting in more accurate sketch
depictions. In this study, we propose an adversarial network that generates
human facial sketches using such cues provided by an observer. Additionally,
we have introduced an Inverse Gamma Correction Technique to improve
the training and enhance the quality of the generated sketches. To evaluate
the effectiveness of our proposed method, we conducted experiments and
analyzed the results using the inception score and Frechet Inception Distance
metrics. Our proposed method achieved an overall inception score of 1.438 ±
0.049 and a Frechet Inception Distance of 65.29, outperforming other state-
of-the-art techniques.

Keywords: Generative adversarial networks; inverse gamma correction; sketch
attributes; text-to-sketch synthesis; deep learning techniques

1 Introduction

Sketch depictions have an enormous application covering larger scope that includes painting
and poetry to forensic sciences. In the olden days, criminals were identified by producing sketches
using sketch experts based on the oral descriptions given by the eyewitness on the scene. With the
advancements in artificial intelligence that have evolved to another level, the application of sketches
by law enforcement agencies have drastically changed for identifying convicts through sketch matching
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[1–3]. The produced sketch is matched against the set of mugshots available in the dataset using
standard classification techniques. However, through the abundant research studies, the technique
proved inefficient for two reasons: (1) discrepancies and misinterpretation during oral communication
between the user and the artist. (2) Inaccurate classifications due to the involvement of cross-domain
images involving sketch and photographic mugshots.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are a type of deep learning algorithm that can be
utilized to generate new data that resembles the training data. GANs consist of two neural networks,
namely, the generator and the discriminator, who are trained in an adversarial way. The generator
network is responsible for creating fresh data samples that match the training data, while the
discriminator network’s role is to differentiate between the real and generated data. Both networks
work together during training, where the generator network attempts to produce data that can deceive
the discriminator network into believing it is genuine data, while the discriminator network strives to
identify which data is authentic and which is artificial accurately. With the introduction and massive
success of GANs, sketch identification took a different dimension that overcame the fallacies involved
in the early stages of its implementation. Many research exertions have implemented sketch-to-photo-
matching techniques using GANs to generate color photo images from sketches supplied as input.
This technique paved the way for classifying images in the same domain, avoiding cross-domain
involvement. Even then, there is a challenge in generating the sketches required as input to the GANs.
Generation of sketches primarily suffer from discrepancies due to inaccurate depictions and artist’s
misinterpretation [4–6].

Research advancements in GANs exposed the implementation of text-to-image GANs to produce
images based on the textual description supplied as input. These GANs also considerably produced
facial images based on the textual description defining the facial attribute sets. Few standard works
proposed different techniques of text-to-facial photograph synthesis that involved generating color
photographs of human faces based on facial feature descriptions [7,8]. This technique of generating
facial photographs from the visual description of the face can be extended to the forensic sciences
to identify convicts. However, direct generation from text-to-facial photographs involves difficulty in
mapping the descriptions related to color, race, and ethnicity information. Since eyewitnesses only
provide higher-level abstract definitions of facial cues, the ability to develop GANs from textual cues
to sketches paves a path for creating a new variant of GANs to produce human sketches. One can later
utilize these sketches with the help of various sketch-to-photo image GANs to generate color photo
images.

With the challenges in generating facial photographs, there is a scope for implementing text-to-
sketch GAN to generate facial sketches from the abstract textual descriptions supplied as input. The
abstract textual description involves the description of facial attributes such as “long nose”, “wide
chin”, “small eyes”, etc. Fig. 1 shows a typical sample of a generated sketch corresponding to its textual
description.

Figure 1: Sample of sketch generated for typical textual description utilized from the Chinese
University of Hong Kong (CUHK) dataset
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The complexities encountered in text-to-facial photograph GANs [9] have motivated the proposal
of a text-to-sketch GAN in this research article. This approach aims to generate facial sketches based
on textual descriptions, as demonstrated in Fig. 1. To achieve this goal, a structured GAN with the
employment of a generator and comparator module. The generator module creates sketches from
contextual text descriptions, and the comparator module compares them to enhance the training
process. The textual descriptions are based on the abstract representation of the facial attributes
defining the structure of the face covering primary features [10–12]. Since the ability of GAN depends
on the quality of its training, it is essential to train the GAN with improved quality sketches. Hence, to
improve the training process, this work adopts the utilization of a color enhancement procedure based
on an Inverse Gamma Correction Technique (Inverse GCT) that generates enhanced sketches from the
color photo images. In order to validate the capacity of the proposed system, sufficient experimental
evaluations were conducted on the benchmark datasets open to the research community.

Concerning the design of the proposed system, this article has succeeding contributions:

1. Design of a structured GAN that can generate facial sketches via abstract textual description
of the face.

2. Training of the structured GAN effectively using the enhanced sketches generated via
Inverse GCT.

3. To validate the ability of our GAN using standard evaluation metrics.

2 Related Works

GANs are neural network-based translators that translate (generate) data from one form to
another with a minimal amount of training samples. An in-depth overview of the working concept
of GANs in articles [13–15] pointed out its applications in different areas, from image synthesis to
textual representations. Researchers in the article provided a detailed understanding of two important
modules: generator and discriminator functionalities concerning the training data samples. Hence,
it motivated us to explore GANs further to identify the areas of applications that utilize varieties of
adversarial networks. Researchers of the articles [16–18] proposed the implementation of a conditional
GAN that would translate an image from one form to another based on the training criteria. The
Pix2pix model was the main component involved that would generate a colored image for any
other image given as output. The experimental outcomes presented in their article were encouraging,
with minimal training loss. Article [19] conducted a work for evaluating the pix2pix model for
generating facial photographs from sketches. Their investigations concluded that training samples
with enhanced quality improved the performance of GAN. Researchers have conducted numerous
works implementing GANs with various techniques to generate facial photo images from sketches.
Cycle GAN [20] is one such variant that is capable of generating a photograph from a facial sketch
and vice versa. Composition Aided-GAN (CA-GAN) and Spatial Content Alignment-GAN (SCA-
GAN) are utilized in combination in the article [21] to generate color photo images and to minimize
loss appearing based on pixel-wise labelling of sketch images. Sketch-GAN [22] and style transfer GAN
[23] are other notable works that generate photo images from facial sketches.

Advancements in GANs further spurred the discovery of a new type of translator to transform
textual description into an image form. Different areas have covered various applications that use
these types of GANs. Dynamic Memory-GAN (DM-GAN) [24] is one of the popular works that
adopted text-to-image synthesis to improve the visual quality of the generated image based on textual
descriptions. Further investigation led to exploring Attentional GAN (AttnGAN) [25], also referred
to as an attentional generative adversarial network. AttnGAN focused on producing facial images
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through attentional descriptions in naturally spoken words. Research papers [26–29] proposed and
discussed the ability of Deep Fusion (DFGAN), a variant of GAN composed of a deep fusion network.
DFGAN performed the text-to-image generation via abstract structural representation of an image.
The technique engendered images of different types ranging from birds to human faces. The outcomes
presented in the articles justified the ability of DFGAN to perform better with minimal description
than any state-of-art techniques.

A GAN’s performance equally depends on the quality of the training samples. A higher quality of
training images also leads to the generation of better-quality images. Article [30] proposed a technique
to generate facial photos from the sketch input using the conditional GAN (cGAN) model. In their
work, to enhance the performance of their model, authors have incorporated a gamma correction-
based preprocessor to generate enhanced quality sketches from color photo images. Another work
carried out in research [31] proposed a novel technique of face sketch synthesis using the Internet of
Things for the digital forensic system. The authors of this research have utilized gamma correction
as a preprocessor enhancing the contrast to generate better sketches. A cGAN model [32] engendered
Indonesian photo images from the sketches. To improve the performance of their model in the training
stage, the authors have pre-processed the sketches by utilizing gamma correction inversely to stress the
edges and make them appear darker.

3 Proposed System

As portrayed in Fig. 2, our proposed system has four basic modules, namely (1) the Image retrieval
process, (2) the Sketch creation stage, (3) the Attribute description, and (4) the sketch generation and
comparison stage. The following sections explain in detail the process of each module.

3.1 Image Retrieval Process

This is the first stage of our process responsible for grabbing a color photo of a human face in red-
green-blue (RGB) format. To ensure the quality of the images, the stage ensures that they maintain
a minimum resolution of 600 dpi and are in a 24-bit bitmap image format. The image contains all
features of the human face, from hair to chin, ignoring the neck region. It is then passed on to the next
stage.

3.2 Sketch Generation Stage

The ultimate purpose of this stage is to generate sketches from color photographs. The sketch
generation process drives through a series of steps that include mathematical image morphological
operations and spatial image transformations. Fig. 3 explains the process of sketch generation.

The process as depicted in Fig. 3 has four stages named as 1. Color elimination, 2. Transformer
3. Merging, and 4. Gamma Adjuster. The subsequent subsections explain how different stages work.

3.2.1 Color Elimination Stage

This stage is a preprocessor filter for the subsequent stages [33]. The output of this stage eliminates
any known color to produce a grayscale output having a maximum of 255 levels. Every pixel in this
stage is normalized using the color averaging technique as presented in Eq. (1).
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Figure 2: Architecture of our proposed system with functional modules

Grayscalei = Redi + Bluei + Greeni

3
(1)

where Grayscalei represents the grayscaled averaged image pixel Redi, Bluei and Greeni are the pixel
values of the red, blue and green channels, respectively.

3.2.2 Transformer Stage

The sketch generator phase relies heavily on the transformer stage, which plays a crucial role. Dur-
ing this stage, the inverse transformation of each known pixel is computed to obtain its corresponding
inverse value. It “s” worth noting that pixels cannot have negative values, so a value equivalent to the
largest identified bit precision is added. To better understand this process, one can refer to Eqs. (2) and
(3), which demonstrate the steps involved in inverse transformation.

g−1
i = 2bitprecision − gi (2)
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Pixnew = 255 − Pixold (3)

Figure 3: Workflow of Inverse GCT sketch generator

g−1
i is the inverse value of each bit in the entire image., Pixnew and Pixold denote newer and older

values of the pixels. Value 255 is chosen because we use a 24-bit RGB color image that gives eight bits
when divided among all three channels. The total number of gray levels for eight-bit systems is 255,
corresponding to bitprecision in the equation. Hence, in our case, the value of bitprecision is 8. The next
step involves a convoluting mean applied filter throughout the image. The major purpose of this step
is to enhance edge highlighting to boost the sketch quality in later stages. The application of the mean
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filter includes neighbouring values applied across the image. We have chosen a range of nine pixels
for creating a 3 × 3 filter called a kernel area. The abstract mathematical transformation is shown in
Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively.

∀g−1 (x, y) → (x, y) → Pμ (x, y) (4)

Pμ (x, y) =
∑

R(3×3)
(x, y)

9
(5)

Here Pμ (x, y) stands for the mean value of the pixels amongst the 3 × 3 neighbouring region of
the target. g−1 (x, y) represents the values of each pixel after applying g−1

i in Eqs. (2) and (3).

3.2.3 Merging of Grayscale and Transformed Image

As the name suggests, this step accepts input from both the original grayscale image as well the
transformed image to create a merged blend for the corresponding pixel. Eq. (6) shows this effect

Pixelmerged = f̃
(
g−1

i (x, y) , Pμ (x, y)
)

(6)

In Eq. (6), Pixelmerged represents the concatenation operation after applying the function f̃ . There
are several ways to perform the blend operation, denoted as Pixelmerged. Many research exertions focus
on using the ∗ operation and the addition modulus operation. In our case, we must superimpose the
edges to create a vibrant sketch. Achieving this requires the implementation of a division operation.
Hence the function f̃ will be chosen as a division function reflected in Eq. (7).

f̃ = g−1
i (x, y)

Pμ (x, y)
(7)

The output of this Pixelmerged highlights streaks of hair and certain thick lines found only in
sketches. Overall, the blend operation scrapes off thin lines and keeps only thick lines. The output
of this step includes a dull sketched image. The highlight of the entire process is shown pictorially in
Fig. 4.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: Pictorial representation showing the outcomes of the merging process

The merging process outcomes are illustrated in Fig. 4 through a pictorial representation. The
figure shows that the process involves four steps: Firstly, the grayscale version of the image is obtained
and represented in (a). Secondly, the negative version of the grayscale image is obtained from (a) and
represented in (b). Thirdly, (b) is blurred to produce a smoothed version, represented in (c). Finally,
the division operation is performed between (b) and (d) to obtain the final sketch, which is represented
in (d).
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3.2.4 Gamma Adjustment Stage

It is commonly understood that an artist’s initial sketch often consists of just highlights and
rough lines. Therefore, it is important for the final image to maintain a hand-drawn appearance while
minimizing the use of image processing techniques. To achieve this effect, we avoid utilizing standard
image processing techniques that may wash out the image and instead brighten only the necessary
highlights and streaks. This can be accomplished by utilizing inverse gamma values, which darken
the image instead of brightening it like gamma correction. Eq. (8) outlines the process for gamma
correction [34,35].

Sketch(x,y) = (
Pixelmerged

)γ−1

(8)

Here γ −1 is the inverse gamma value applied to the blended image denoted as Pixelmerged. By
conducting excessive trial and error, we have affixed the gamma value to 2.2.

3.3 Attribute Description

An eyewitness usually gives a verbal description to describe the victim’s details. The description
includes the entire details of the face, like eyes features, nose, and mouth features. The features
described by the witness are abstract. Let us consider attribute descriptions taken from an eyewitness
“The person had a Mouth Open with an upward curve on the face, eyes are small and partially
closed, eyebrows are standard, and he had a wrinkled forehead”. These features mentioned above
are subjective but portray much information. Similar statements like these create the following
categorizations [36–39].

3.3.1 Mouth

• The mouth can be divided into two primary components: the inner portion that displays
the tongue and teeth and the outer portion that displays the lips. In our case, the tongue is
disregarded to prevent any complexities and solely focus on the teeth, resulting in the following
outcome. Mouth State: This category shows whether the teeth are seen, or it is invisible. If seen,
it is classified as OPEN else; it is shown as CLOSED.

• Lip curve: The mouth consists of the lips divided into two parts: the upper and the lower
labia. The categorization is done based on the shape of the labia form with each other. The
classifications are

1. NEUTRAL: If the lines between the labia form a straight line
2. UPPER CURVE: If the line formed between the labia forms an upward curve like a smiley.
3. DOWNWARD CURVE: If the line formed between the labia falls towards the chin.

3.3.2 Eyes and Eyebrows

The right eye is separated between the nasal ridge and is independent of each other except in
viewing. We perform this to aid binocular precision viewing. We can categorize the left and right eye
separately, but we perform them in unison for simplicity. Eyebrows are hair-like structures that follow
the eye contour. The eyebrow cannot move as the eye but signifies movements that are in association.

• Eye size: An open eye has a pre-determined size and is classified as NEUTRAL. If the eye size
exceeds a pre-determined range, then the neutral is classified as LARGE. If the eye size falls
behind the NEUTRAL, they are classified as SMALL.
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• Eyebrow position: A standard brow shape has a characteristic droop shape classified as
NEUTRAL. If the position crosses the relative position above the normal, it is classified as
HIGH, and the below normal is LOW.

• Forehead: The forehead is the area of the face that lies between the scalp and the eyebrows. It
consists of three sets of muscles controlled by the facial nerve. The muscles lie beneath a layer
of fat, which creates wrinkles when compressed. The classification is based on the creation of
the Wrinkles, i.e., WRINKLED or PLAIN.

3.3.3 Nose and Nasal Ridges

The nose is present between the eyes and the mouth extending from a range of 3.5 cm from
the eyebrows. The nose muscles cannot be controlled consciously and move in unison together.
Nasal ridges are the lines that lie between the nose and mouth, occurring tangentially. These are
microexpressions that move in synchrony along with the nose.

• Nose Length: Here, the nose muscles are pushed above, creating a plethora of ridges between
the eyes and the nose. These are distinct features. Whereas the nasal ridges are diminishing
visible, they are absent in some individuals. The categories of Nose length are SHRUNK and
NORMAL.

• Nasal width: The nose width determines the nostril size of the person. The nostrils can expand
and contract and varies between individuals. Note that the nostrils cannot shrink in size unless
there is an infection. The nostrils width is categorized into two categories, namely EXPANDED
and NORMAL.

3.3.4 Chin

The chin is the most prominent area of the face. It is defined biologically as the protrusion part
of the face below the mouth. The chin varies for different races of people, having mixed variances.
Following are different categories of chin amongst the people.

• SQUARE: The majority of people have a square-shaped chin in which the jawline creates a
parallel majorly line against the mouth.

• POINTED: This chin type construes with a second majority of people. Here the chin makes a
pointed curve giving a sleeker finish.

• LONG: A rarity chin type among people creates a longer distance between the mouth and tip
of the face. People having this possess a stronger lower jawline.

• PROTUDING: The chin protrudes until it touches the lips’ virtual level. This type is a rarity
amongst the Indian populace.

• DIMPLED: This a unique characteristic where the chin creates a fine line between the symmetry
of the face.

3.3.5 Gender

The gender description determines the sexual orientation of the person. The options are either
Male or Female. It is the most prominent feature of the human body, but it is kept at last due to the
appealing effects added to the face in terms of human face generation. As discussed earlier, Table 1
summarizes the complete set of feature-wise classifications.
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Table 1: Classification of distinctive features

Feature Division Category

Mouth Mouth state OPEN and CLOSED

Lip curve Neutral, Uppercurve, Lowercurve

Eyes Eye size Large, Small, Neutral
Eyebrow position Neutral, High, Low

Forehead Wrinkled, Plain

Nose and nasal ridges Nose length Shrunk, Normal

Nasal width Expanded, Normal

Chin Square, Pointed, Long, Protruding, Dimpled

Gender Male, Female

3.4 Sketch Generation and Comparison Stage

Our sketch generator consists of a structured GAN, which accepts contextual valid text input
from the classes mentioned in Section 3.3 and fusses these characteristics together to form an image.
Since these images are related to faces, it becomes predominant for the system to train itself with a large
container of faces. Our GAN utilizes a deep fusion architecture containing two major neural networks
that work together, contradicting each other. The generator network creates a raw image to dupe the
discriminator, which later finds out a difference which is confirmed with a score. The process continues
until the discriminator is entirely deceived. The subsequent sections explain the detailed structure of
the generator and the discriminator.

3.4.1 Generator

The generator stage is a cross-domain neural network that maps the textual information domain
to the image domain. This network is unique because it works based on additive noise generation,
creating text to images. Table 2 portrays a brief layout of the Generator architecture.

Table 2: Complexity level of proposed generator

Layer ID Layer type Number of hyper
parameters

Description

Input Text encoder 300976 The sequence of encoded texts
Noise vector 0 Noise generator based on Gaussian

samples

1 Fully connected 54420 Completely connected layer
reshaped to 4 × 4 Blocks

(Continued)
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Table 2: Continued
Layer ID Layer type Number of hyper

parameters
Description

2 UP layer A Layer consisting of Up-sample

3 UP layer residual and Deep Fusion

. . . . . . 71296 ∗ 4 = 285184 (DF) Blocks.

6 UP layer

7 Reverse
convolution layer

481020 Feature Conversion to Images

8 Reverse
convolution layer

481020

From Table 2, we can infer that four distinct layers need explanation. They are UP-sample residual
Block, DF Block and Reverse Convoluted layer. Explanations of the layers are as follows.

• Up-sample Residual Block:

The Up-sample block consists of three main modules: The Up sampled net and the two fusion
nets. The primary function of the Up sampled net is to increase the number of dimensions. The Up
sampled net consists of ten specifically designed neural layers that perform a specific job which is
self-explanatory. Fig. 5 explains the structure of the Upsample block.

Figure 5: Structure of the Up-Sample Block

The Fusion net is a simple concatenation function combining various feature dimensions into
smaller dimensions. In short, it is a dimensionality reducer function. Our block consists of two fusion
blocks because it is always necessary to follow encoded sequences. Fig. 6 shows the architecture of the
Up-Sample residual block.
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Figure 6: Structure of Up-Sample Residual Block

• Deep Fusion Block

The deep fusion block is the reason why the DF-GAN got its name. The main function of this
block is to fuse all text-encoded features in the image. It accomplishes this task by increasing the
number of affine blocks in the network. Fig. 7 explains the structure of the DF Block. As depicted
in the figure, the architecture of the DF block consists of three unique blocks: The Affine block, the
ReLU block and the Convolutional (Conv) block.

Figure 7: Structure of deep fusion block

The primary function of the affine block in deep fusion is to align and combine multiple input
features at different scales or resolutions. This enables effective fusion and creates a more powerful
input data representation for improved performance. ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) block refers to a
unit that applies the ReLU activation function to the input. The primary function of the ReLU block in
deep fusion is to introduce non-linearity and increase the representational power of the neural network.
The ReLU function is defined as max(0, x), where x is the input value. This function sets all negative
input values to zero and keeps all positive values unchanged. The function of the conv layer in deep
fusion blocks is to extract spatial features from the input data by applying a convolution operation.
This helps to create a more informative and robust representation of the input data that can improve
performance.

• Reverse Convoluted Layer

The reverse convoluted aliased as a convoluted transposed layer is an upsampled convoluted
layer of higher dimensions for lowering computational complexity. The main aim of this up-sampled
convolution is to map features into numbers in higher dimensions. Hence, these layers are called reverse
convoluted layers. If we combine these layers, they form the complete generator model of GAN. We
can represent the entire structure of GAN mathematically using Eq. (9).

G : {Os, Ng} → Os
p (9)
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where Os is the observed features s, Ng is random noise generated from mapping sketch Os with photo
Os

p. Fig. 8 depicts the entire generator procedure.

Figure 8: Different layers and their connection in DF-GAN

3.4.2 Discriminator

The discriminator is a network that contests along with the generator to disprove the generated
image. Hence, the discriminator converts images into feature maps and replicates them into a
concatenated sequence. The sequence is then verified to match the semantic consistency. Inertly the
discriminator promotes the generator to create improved images and better consistency.

The Discriminator architecture composes of various Down blocks coupled with a convoluted
layer to verify the consistency of the adversarial network. Table 3 briefs out the summary of the entire
architecture.

Table 3: Complexity level of proposed discriminator

Layer ID Layer type Number of hyper
parameters

Description

Input Convolution 481020 Conversion of low computed image features.

1 Down layer 71296 ∗ 4 =
285184

A Layer consisting of a Downsample to
reduce dimensionality.

2 Down layer

3 Down layer

. . . . . .

6 Down layer

7 Convolution
layer

481020 Feature Mapping.

8 Convolution
layer

481020

9 Loss calculator 0 Matching Text aware penalty.
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Table 3 presents the components of our discriminator, which include a Convolution layer, Down-
sample layers, and Loss calculators. Further elaboration on these layers are subsequently discussed.

• Down Layer

As the name implies, the down sampler reduces the number of samples made by the convolution.
Since the generator increases the samples by upsampling, it is evidence that the discriminator must
perform the opposite.

• Convolutional Layer

This layer applies an encoded sequence repeatedly to generate feature maps as output. The main
reason for applying convolution is to reduce the computation in dimensionality as seen in wavelengths.
Our convolutional layers create a filter pool of 5 × 5 × 4.

• Loss Calculator

The discriminator associates a loss with the help of a score indicating contextual awareness
concerning the sketch. Our function calculates a score using Eq. (10).

L = 1
n

n∑
k=1

|Ck − Rk| (10)

Here Ck represents the contextual features generated and Rk represents the real features mentioned
by the training sample. L represent the loss values obtained after applying the summation operation.
n indicates the number of features by the convolution layer. We use this as a basis function to calculate
the loss at the discriminator and the generator, which we explain in the next section. The discriminator
network is displayed visually in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: Different layers involved in the discriminator of our proposed DF-GAN

3.5 Generator and Discriminator Loss Function

As previously stated, the generator and discriminator engage in a competitive process to produce
better quality images. This improvement occurs when the loss is minimized. As a result, it is crucial to
calculate the loss of each neural network. Since the networks are interdependent, the loss functions of
the individual networks rely on each other. The loss functions of the discriminator and generator are
described by Eqs. (11) and (12), respectively.
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LD = − Ex {min (0, D (x, e) − 1)} − 1
2

[EG {min (0, −D (G (z) , e) − 1)}] (11)

− 1
2

[Ex {min (0, −D (x, e) − 1)}]
LG = −EG(z) [D(G (z) , e)] (12)

From Eqs. (11) and (12), LD and LG represents the loss values obtained from discriminator
D and generator G, respectively. Also, E determines the expected value function. Evidently, our
generator network loss accepts the discriminator’s score with high priority for assessment with a factor
G(z), indicating that the generator improvises the existing features to minimize loss. Similarly, the
discriminator will enhance its precision to find minute details in the generated image. The operation
continues until loss reaches a constant value. Algorithm 1 summarizes the working concept of the
entire technique.

Algorithm 1: Inverse GCT Enhanced text-to-Sketch GAN
1: for n training samples, do
2: for each pixel i in an image, do

3: Gi = Redi + Bluei + Greeni

3
4: Gi ← 2bitprecision− Gi

5: Replace each pixel in the set by transforming g−1
i

6: end for
7: for the set of m pixels in the entire image do

8: Pμ (x, y) ← 1
9

∑
R(3×3)

(x, y)

9: Reset every pixel in the batch by Pμ (x, y)

10: end for
11: for the entire group b in the set, do
12: for every pixel j in batch b, do

13: Pixelmerged = g−1
j (x, y)

Pμ (x, y)
14: Replace each pixel in the batch by Pixelmerged

15: end for
16: end for
17: for every pixel j in the photo, do
18: pi ← imagei

G−1

19: end for
20: perform a probability sample of m text samples from prior noise pg (noise) a probability sample
from the data pi

21: Perform discriminator update functions:

22: ∀θd

{
1
m

∑m
i=1

[
logD

(
px

(i)
) + log(1 − D(G

(
noise(i)))

)]}
(Continued)
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Algorithm 1: Continued
23: perform a probability sample on the set of m noise samples for image generator updation using
gradient variations

24: ∀θg

{
1
m

∑m
i=1 log(1 − D(G(noise(i))))

}
25: end for

4 Results and Discussion

To uphold our proposed system’s capabilities as well as prove the effectiveness of our system, we
have deduced a series of test cases. The test cases proceed in two phases. The primary phase extrudes
the ability of Inverse GCT using standard image quality assessors. The secondary phase excoriates the
ability of our DF-GAN to generate better-quality images. The subsequent sections provide a detailed
analysis of these two phases.

4.1 Inverse GCT

We have used two types of quality assessment to evaluate the strength of our generated sketches.
The primary assessment tool uses referential quality assessors, namely Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR), Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM), Mean Squared Error (MSE), Normalized
Absolute Error (NAE), Naturalness Image QUality Evaluator (NIQUE), Frechet Inception Dis-
tance (FID), Blind/Referenceless Image Spatial Quality Evaluator (BRISQUE), Deep-Convolutional
Neural Network Image Quality Assessment (DIQA) [40–43]. The process involves comparing our
transcribed images with our standard expected output. To evaluate our study, we have used the CUHK
dataset that contains a total of 606 faces along with their corresponding sketches. We have also used the
AR dataset, which contains 126 image/sketch pairs. Fig. 10 shows a sample from the CUHK dataset.

Figure 10: Three photo-sketch samples from the CUHK dataset

4.1.1 Analysis of Gamma Value

Table 4 shows the trial and error experiments performed to select a suitable γ value to generate
quality sketches. To evaluate the quality of the sketch for a selected γ value, we have adopted no
reference evaluator.

By analyzing the data presented in the table, it is conclusively evident that γ = 2 generates sketches
of superior quality.

4.1.2 Comparison of Non-Referential Indicators

To uphold the quality of sketches generated via the Inverse GCT approach, we have compared
the generated sketches with the original ones using standard no-reference evaluation metrics. Table 5
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shows the values obtained for non-referential parameters. We have chosen non-referential parameters
as depicted in table [44].

Table 4: Evaluation of NIQUE for different Gamma values

γ NIQUE↓
CUHK AR

1 3.352 3.125
2 2.972 2.654
2.5 2.7525 2.457
2.2 2.65133 2.34217
2.3 2.6942 2.412

Table 5: Analysis of non-referential image metrics of our proposed Inverse GCT

Quality metrics in average Original sketch Inverse GCT sketches

Image dataset Image dataset

CUHK AR CUHK AR

NIQUE↓ 3.157 2.954 2.65133 2.34217

FID↓ 82.21 75.23 77.44746 65.29599

BRISQUE↓ 0.678 0.654 0.567 0.542

DIQA↑ Spearman’s
Rank-Order
Correlation
Coefficient (SRCC)

0.652 0.721 0.882 0.903

Pearson’s Linear
Correlation
Coefficient (PLCC)

0.774 0.727 0.891 0.917

Table 5 shows only subtle differences between the two datasets, with a differential rate of about
12%, indicating that our Inverse GCT has indeed passed all tests in these datasets.

4.2 Visual Inspection of Generated Images from Textual Cues

In this section, we have briefly described various results obtained from our proposed GAN. The
left side of the table contains textual descriptions of human faces mentioned by individuals. The right
side contains the generated image from the same. Table 6 shows the results obtained from our proposed
system.
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Table 6: Visual results obtained from our proposed system

CUHK AR

Description Image Description Image

Raised eyebrows flat mouth big

eyes, and long nose
The man has smaller eyes normal
eyebrows long nose and a small
mouth

The woman has raised eyebrows
broad nose plain forehead with a
wide mouth

The man has a square chin, large
eyes, no nasal ridges and a long
nose

The woman has a square chin
with small eyes and normal
eyebrows

The woman has nasal ridges with
large eyes normal eyebrows, and
a straight curve mouth

The man has a raised eyebrow
with a broad nose visible nasal
ridge and upward curved mouth,
the chin is also square shaped.

This woman has a rounded chin,
normal eyes, a plain forehead
with visible ridges, and a flat
curved lip.

This man has raised eyebrows
with partial nasal ridges, a broad
nose, an upward lip curve, a
square chin.

The woman has a rounded chin
with a large eye, noticeable nasal
ridges and a straight lip curve.

4.3 Training Cost Analysis

In this section, we have given a detailed performance analysis of our proposed system during
training. To enhance our network performance, we utilize Adam optimization algorithm with β1 =
0.0 and β2 = 0.9. We assign a learning rate of 0.0001 for the generator and 0.0004 for the discriminator.

Table 7 elucidates the training performance of our proposed system in terms of loss analysis. The
evaluation parameters used are Generator loss, termed as G_Loss and discriminator loss, termed as
D_Loss. These loss factors are paired with every time and epoch, respectively.

It is distinct from Table 7 that the loss factors decrease gradually with every epoch. The gradual
decrease indicates that the generated image’s quality improves with every epoch, as expected. Fig. 11
reveals a graphical analysis of Table 7.
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Table 7: Epoch wise loss analysis

Image dataset Epoch G_Loss↓ D_Loss↓
D_R D_F

CUHK 1 13.793 0.648 0.424
50 6.756 0.165 0.054
100 4.732 0.152 0.173
150 2.523 0.132 0.233
200 2.305 0.132 0.174

AR 1 13.16 1.117 1.09
50 6.154 0.447 0.301
100 5.572 0.283 0.52
150 1.667 0.721 0.186
200 2.105 0.112 0.142

Figure 11: Comparative analysis of loss values

As part of our evaluation process, we thoroughly assessed the computational cost of our system.
We considered various factors such as Random-Access Memory (RAM) utilization, model param-
eters, and training time. Specifically, we analyzed the RAM utilization of our system during its
operation, which allowed us to identify potential memory bottlenecks. We also assessed the number
of model parameters used, which can affect the accuracy and efficiency of the system. Additionally,
we evaluated the time taken to train the system, which is crucial for determining its scalability and
suitability. Table 8 presents consolidated data revealing computational cost analysis.

Table 8: Computational cost analysis

Dataset name Training time (Hours) RAM utilized (Giga Bytes) Model parameters

CUHK 1.5 6.85 3330864
AR 1.02 4.48 3330864
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4.4 Comparative Examination of the Proposed System with Standard State-of-the-art Techniques

To prove that our system performs better, we rigorously tested it against state-of-the-art GANs.
Table 9 gives a detailed analysis of the same.

Table 9: Examination of quality metrics with different GANs [45]

Technique Dataset Evaluation metrics

PSNR↑ SSIM↑ MSE↓ NAE↓ NIQUE↓ FID↓ BRISQUE↓
Text2img CUHK 18.56 0.65 4197.50 0.29 3.102 149.37 0.68

AR 17.61 0.69 3596.72 0.062 3.031 122.27 0.70
Stack GAN CUHK 20.39 0.78 1028.18 0.257 2.64 79.37 0.62

AR 22.73 0.82 772.46 0.083 2.54 68.37 0.59
CVAE CUHK 19.96 0.71 2504.72 0.352 3.23 154.3 0.78

AR 21.81 0.79 1891.29 0.143 3.12 133.7 0.74
Attribute2
Sketch2Face

CUHK 22.69 0,83 1079.42 0.037 3.23 92.41 0.61
AR 24.08 0.89 1016.67 0.018 3.04 75.47 0.57

Attr2face CUHK 19.72 0.63 2345.41 0.27 3.66 188.7 0.93
AR 19.63 0.68 1586.22 0.12 3.48 186.1 0.71

Proposed
System

CUHK 25.68 0.91 580.39 0.017 2.65 77.44 0.56
AR 24.45 0.91 648.78 0.012 2.34 65.29 0.54

From Table 9, it is evident that our system did indeed perform better with all quality metrics.
The performance rate for CUHK is much better than AR because of the dataset’s quality in these
photos. We have also exploited GAN parameters to identify the ability of our system. The parameters
chosen for this are Inception Score. Table 10 shows the inception score gathered by different GANs
concerning different datasets [46].

Table 10: Comparative analysis of Inception score with different existing techniques [47]

Technique Inception score↑
CUHK AR

Stack GAN 1.348 ± 0.113 1.513 ± 0.017
Text2img 1.268 ± 0.044 1.481 ± 0.018
Attr2face 1.343 ± 0.132 1.525 ± 0.011
CVAE 1.118 ± 0.023 1.272 ± 0.006
Attribute2Sketch2Face 1.432 ± 0.041 1.557 ± 0.010
Proposed System 1.437 ± 0.048 1.551 ± 0.012

Table 10 shows that our proposed system performed better when compared to other similar sets
of GANs. Higher scores indicate a better ability of GAN. Our proposed system score was close to
Attribute2Sketch2Score, whose internal design is remarkably similar to our DF-GAN. This change
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is due to an additional module of Inverse GCT, which enhances the quality of the sketch used for
generation.

5 Conclusion

In this research project, our primary goal was to use GAN to create sketches from textual descrip-
tions, and we were successful in achieving this objective. To improve the quality of the sketch samples,
we also repurposed our GAN with an inverse gamma preprocessor during the training process. We
evaluated the performance of our proposed system against other state-of-the-art techniques using
standard procedures to assess the visual and structural quality of the generated sketches. The results
showed that our system performed better than existing methods. We also used standard metrics to
evaluate the performance of our GAN compared to other state-of-the-art GANs. Our analysis revealed
that our proposed GAN performed significantly better due to the improved training process resulting
from the enhanced quality of sketches. We used well-known datasets, CUHK and AR, to conduct all
the tests.

Our research has practical applications in health organizations and forensic sciences, where it can
be used to compare the remains of a person during postmortem analysis. The generated images from
sketches or actual photos can also be legalized into photos to ensure proper payment of healthcare
claims. Additionally, our proposed system can be utilized as a tool to detect and prevent false
healthcare claims payment fraud by stolen healthcare provider identity methods. This scam detection
method can help reduce fraudulent and unnecessary healthcare expenses [48–52].

6 Future Work

As a next step, this research can be extended to include a translator component that can retrieve
facial sketches from verbal descriptions in regional languages. This would greatly enhance the usability
and applicability of the proposed system in diverse regions where multiple languages are spoken.
Another potential area of extension for this research is the addition of a sketch-to-photo GAN module.
This module would allow for the generation of photo-realistic images, providing a more accurate
representation of the person being described in the textual input. This would be particularly useful
in fields such as law enforcement and security, where the accuracy of visual identification is critical.

Moreover, there is a scope for extending this work to generate images with expressions based
on verbal descriptions. This could be particularly beneficial for healthcare systems that use facial
expressions to recognize autistic patients. By incorporating this functionality, the proposed system
could help healthcare providers more accurately diagnose and treat patients with autism. Overall,
the potential applications of this research are vast and varied, and there is ample room for further
exploration and development. By continuing to improve and expand upon the proposed system, we
can better support a wide range of industries and fields in which visual identification is essential.
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